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GIR RI GI R R A
ABORIGINAL EXPERIENCES

EXPERIENCE REAL AUSTRALIA

Learn about the world’s oldest living culture

GIRRIGIRRA.COM.AU

OUR STORY
Yaama (Welcome)

Girri Girra is a 100% Aboriginal
owned business operating the
beautiful NSW Central Coast.
We have ancestral connections to the Wiradjuri,
Wailwan, Wongaibon and Ngiyampaa peoples.
Our lore, language and connection to the land has
sustained our culture for thousands of years and we are
dedicated to its continuation, by living it and sharing it.
Come on a journey of timeless stories, smoking
ceremonies, cultural singing and dancing that will engage
and educate participants.
Corporate groups will receive a new and inclusive
understanding of rich and ancient Aboriginal culture.

CORPORATE GROUP PROGRAMS
Located on the beautiful NSW Central Coast and designed to encourage cultural
awareness, critical thinking and team work, our corporate programs invite participants
to step out of their usual routine and share in the wisdom of the world’s oldest living
culture. By detailing different a different way of life, communication and expression, our
programs will expand horizons of employees and employers alike.

ON-SITE
EVENTS

GUIDED
TOURS

BENEFITS

Our corporate programs help to:
 ncourage teamwork through
E
participation in shared cultural
experiences
 roaden problem solving skills
B
by breaking routine and changing
environment

OVERNIGHT
CAMPING

EXPERIENCES

TAILOR
TO SUI MADE
T
REQUIR YOUR
EMENT
S

Acknowledgement of Country
Smoking ceremonies
Cultural singing and dancing
Aboriginal knowledge and storytelling

 hallenge commonly held beliefs by
C
describing a different way of life

Bush tucker and tool crafting

 nrich cultural understanding and
E
acceptance in the workplace

Ochre grinding and body painting

 eward your workforce and
R
boost morale levels
 ncourage sustainable and
E
environmentally conscious
work practices

Guided bush walks
Overnight camping

Find out more at girrigirra.com.au

ENQUIRE NOW
W: GIRRIGIRRA.COM.AU
E: TIM@GIRRIGIRRA.COM.AU
P: 0434 413 643

We would like to acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of
this land and pay our respects to all past and present Elders.
May your wisdom guide us in the continuation of our culture.

